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Even for at-will employers, the importance of handling a termination properly is critical.  A 
discharge, even for a good reason, can cause legal difficulties if handled badly. 
 
Before terminating an employee, make sure you have observed NOID:  Notice to the employee of a 
problem; Opportunity to correct; Investigation of facts justifying discharge; and Documentation. 
 
After you have determined that a factual, objective reason for termination exists, make sure that the 
supporting documentation is accurate and drafted in neutral, professional language.  Supervisors 
sometimes indulge in an unfortunate turn of phrase, e.g., "Sam is getting lazier with time" versus "Sam 
continues to fall short of published sales quotas by greater and greater margins." 
 
Some practical "dos and don'ts" of the terminator's art follow: 
 

• Never fire in anger or haste.  Take the time to plan, investigate and calm down.  Suspend 
if necessary. 

• Script out and practice your remarks beforehand.  Many a good termination has been 
tainted by a babbling terminator.  Be honest, direct, and sympathetically neutral.  Provide the 
basic reason for discharge, phrased accurately and concisely.  One or two supportable 
examples may be helpful.  However, there is generally little advantage in slogging through 
each and every performance sin.  If NOID has been observed, most of the slogging will 
have occurred previously. 

• If possible, have a witness of appropriate management rank at the termination 
interview.  The witness should be someone who makes sense to be there, someone in the 
terminated employee's "operating sphere."  A bad witness (e.g., the employee's best friend or 
a manager about to be fired himself) is worse than no witness.  Two witnesses will be seen 
(or described) as humiliating or attacking.  The witness is there to observe, not talk.   

• Pick a decent time.  Try to avoid Fridays, holidays, employees' birthdays, etc. 

• Use as private and neutral a place as possible for the discharge interview.  The door 
should be closed to prevent others' observing or hearing the interview.  Avoid creating any 
sense of "imprisoning" the employee, however, such as ostentatious door-locking and blind-
drawing. 

• In the interview, get directly to the point.  Don't wallow, argue or get defensive. 



 

 

• Be clear that the decision is final and in your business view justified.  Personal decency and 
kindness on your part are good.  Taking pot shots at the company's decision is bad.  Accept the 
employee's reaction (anger, panic) without apologizing for or disassociating from the decision. 

• Do not be paternalistic or condescending.  Avoid parting advice.  Your right to control 
and advise this employee is being terminated with his employment.  You had your chance.  

• If you offer resignation as an option, do not press it.  Many employees resent the offer, 
seeing it as a "cop out" or your effort to "have it both ways". 

• Come prepared to give and take property.  Have the final paycheck and papers (e.g., 
COBRA notice) prepared or be able to articulate how and when the employee will receive 
them.  Know the answer to expected questions about 401(K) or pension monies. 

• Know what property is yours and arrange for its return.  The employee may be able to 
give you access cards, keys, credit cards and other similar effects at the interview. 

• Have your position on references thought out.  Know the company's policy on 
references and act consistently.  If you are willing to provide a neutral (or better) reference, 
say so.  Be sure that any reference does not undercut the reason for termination. 

• If your decision is challenged, do not debate.  You are not on radio; there is nothing 
wrong with silence.  Not every employee assertion demands a response.  If discrimination is 
alleged, deny it without verbosity. 

• Be prepared to professionally end the discharge interview when your message has been 
communicated and the "housekeeping" issues have been dealt with.  Nothing is to be gained 
by repetition or prolonged interaction. 

• Do not force the employee to return to his work area or encounter others while he is 
visibly emotional. 

• Effect the departure of the employee and his personal property with as little visibility 
and exposure as possible.  If possible, give the employee options.  Does he want to collect 
his belongings before he leaves, arrange for a later time for pickup (e.g., after hours or on a 
weekend) or would he like you to box things up and forward them? 

• If you are providing outplacement, consider having the outplacement counselor on 
site so the counselor can meet with the terminated employee immediately after the discharge 
interview.  An effective counselor can provide a positive focus and empathy early on. 

• Consider whether extra security measures are necessary.  They very rarely are.  Extra 
security will always be portrayed as insulting, humiliating, threatening and/or impliedly 
defaming.  Be rationally convinced that the benefit of extra security outweighs the harm. 

• Do not talk to anyone about the discharge (underlying reasons or interview) unless they 
have a business need to know.  Then be factual, neutral and business-like.  

Discharge is hard on everyone.  Take the time and thought to do it right. 
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